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COMPARISON OF SEVZR.ALMETHODS OF PREDICTING TEE PRESSURE LOSS

AT ALTITUDE ACROSS A BAFFLED AIRCRAFT-ENGINE CYLINDER

By Joseph Neustein and Louis J. Scheferj Jr.

suMMARY

Several methods of predicting the compressible-fluw pressure
loss across a baffled aircraft-engine cylinder were analytically >
related and were experimentally investigated cm a typical air-cooled
aircrsft-en@ne cylinder. Tests with and without heat transfer
covered a wide range of coollng-air flows and simulated altitudes
from sea level to 40,000 feet.

Both the enalysis and the test results showed that the method
based on tho density determirmd by the static pressure and the stag-
nation temperature at the baffle uxit gave results comparable with
those obtained fro.mmethods derived by one-dimensional flow theory.
Tho method based on e characteristic Mach nwbar, although related
analytically to on6-dimensional flow theory, was found impractical
in the present tests because of the difficulty encountered in
defining the proper characteristic state of the cooling air,—

Although the cylinder-baffle rcmistanco couffi.cientdetermined
by the density method was consistent for a wide range of heat-transfer
values, a distinct difference was observod botwem the values with
and without heat transfer that could not be explalned by one-
d~mensional flow theory. Accurate predictions @ altitude pres&ure
loss can apparently be made by these methods provided that they are
based on the results of sea-level tests with heat transfer.

The high
aircraft have
problem. The

INTRODUCTION

operating altitudes of both military and commercial
greatly increased the severity of the engine air-cooling
decrease of the density of the air with increased alti- ..

tude necessitates the handling of a greater volume ofair at hi@mr
velocities md, as a result, the flow of cooling-air withinl,thefin
passages attains hi@ Mach numbers-and a large decrease in the cool-- “’
air density occurs across the engine. The pressure 10-ssincreases

.,.-
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with Mach number and consequently a greater pressure drop is needed
to force a given weight of cooling air acrose the engine at high
altitudes than would be require& for the same weight flow of air at
lower altitudes, This additional pressure loss, which is a function
of Mach number, constitutes the compressibility effect and becomes
a serious factGr at high altitudes and high rates of heat transfer.
It is important therefore to include the effect of Mach number in
t-heprediction of cooling-air pressure-drop requirements at altitude.

Several methcd.sof eliminating the compressibility effects have
been proposed (references 1 to 5). In references 1 and 3 the air
flow is assumed to be one-dhnensi.onaland two different solutions
for determining the pressure drop are obtained. In referenCR_s<.4)
and 5, empirical solutlona are presented. Each of the foregoing
methods ie apparently l~dependent, however, and their interrelation -
has not been established. The tests of reference 2, which were made
with a section of a cyiinder barrel and.which showed that the best
results would be obtained by using one of the empirical factors,
represent only an idealized situation. Tests on an actual aircraft-
engine cylinder are therefore necessary to ex~ine more thoroughly
the proposed solutions to the compressibility problem.

“Tho present investigation was conducted at the Cleveland labo-
ratory of the NACA to evaluate by experimental data several methods
of making compressible-flow pressure-drop predictions and to relate .
each method analytically by means of one-dimensional fluw th~ory.
The experimental work was done on a typical air-cooled cylinder
enclosed in an air duct and mounted on a-crankcase. The tests con-
sisted In vsxying over a wide range the cooling-air pressure drop
across the oylinder at cooling-air conditions that corresponded to
altitudes varying frcm sea lCVW1 to 40,0C)0feet. The tests ware
made both without engln~ operation and wi,ththe engine operating at
several powers to determinu the offoct ~ heat transfer on cooling-
air pressure drop.

SmaoLs

Tho symbols used in this report are:

A area> square ftiet

q,~ az) coefficients in Maclaurin’s series

~~~ $,2

c5-~ bafflw-exit prossur~-los5 coefficient

—.—.
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fr3.cticn-drag

pressure-drop

coefficient of fin-baffle passage

.

coefficient of f“in-bafflepassage (includes
pressure change at baffle exit and is equal to CD
when this pressure change is negligible) fi

specific heat of air at constant pressure: 0.24 Btu per
paund per %

.._

cooling-a.~rmaes flow based on baffle free-flow area,
slugs per second per square foot

.

acceleration of gravity: 32.2 feet j?er second per second

heat d~ssipated from cylinder to cooling air, Btu per
,

pound

mechanical equivalent m- heat, 778 foot-pounds per Btu

experimental constants

length of fin-baffle pa6sage, feet
,

Mach nuniber
.

static pressure: pounds per square foot

dynsmic pressure, pounds por square foot .-

universal gas constant

Recynoldsnumber

static air temperature, %

average cylinder-head temperature, c%

avera~e co~ling-air temperqtuzzein fin-baffflepassage,
X%2 +T3]/2, %

ratio of cooling-air stagnation temperature riso across
fin-baffle passage to static cooling-air temperature
at baffle inlet,

c
‘T3

)/
- T2t T2

t .
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v cooling-alr

w cooling-air

4 J.

velocity, feet per ~econd

weight flow, pounds per second

x distance
inlet,

Y ratio &

along fin-baffle passage measured from baffle
feet

specific heats for air, 1.395

v cooling-air visccmfty, pound-second per square foot

P cooltng-air density, slugs per cubic foot

e3 angle between radius drawn to rear of cylinder and radius
drawn to pressure-measuring station at baffle exit

Csav ratio of average cooling-air density to Army standard
sea-level density

Ap pressure drop frcm front to rear @f cylinder, pounds per
Bq.ua.mfoot

AT cooling-air stagnation temperature rise across cyU.n-
der, %’ -—

Subscripts:

t cooling-air stagnation condition

s cooling-atr condition at sea level

i cooling-air flow condition without heat

0: x characteristic condition of cooling-air flow

1 upstremn of cylinder

2 bei”fleinlet

3 baffle exit

4 downstream of cylinder

h cylinder head

b cylinder bc,rral

-.
--.—
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ANALYSIS

The flow of air across a heated cylinder-baffle combination
may be considered in three subordinate processes: (a) the flow
into the fin-baffle passage (entrance yrocess), (b) the flow throu@
the fin-baffle passage (baffle flow process), and (c) the flow from
the fin-baffle passage into the free stream (exit process). The
flow into the fin-baffle passage is composed of the acceleration
frc?nthe main streem to the baffle inlet during which the air
receives some heat fi-omthe fins alo~ tineforwerd Fortion of the
cylinder and incurs some pressuznedr~ due to the fri.otionloss
along the fins and to the formation of the velocity prcflle. Local
flow separation from the baffle wall probably occurs just beyond
tiiebaffle inlet. The en%ince process is considered to be ccinplete
when full flow within the fin-%affle passage has been reestablished,
although the point where this Frocess ends is not definite.

The flow thzzoughthe fin-baffle passage may be comp~-ed with
that occuzzringin a bent channel in wlltchthe width approaches the
radiuQ of cmvatui-e in magnit!juie.A secondary flew nozmal to tke
direction of the main flow develops and transports low-ener~ alr
toward the inside of the Z,end. The accumulation of the iow-energ
air results in separation from the cylinder wall, lMually before
the baf?le outlet Is encountered. Separation will serious~- modify
the surface-frtction coefficients of the channel. The flow IS fur-
ther complicated by the heat-transfer pracesses and by the irre~ular
fin-bafile passages. The rate of heat transfer and the air flo}~are
related throvgh the mechanics of the boundary layer. Furthermore,
the air acceleration resulting from heat addition alo~ the fin
passage causes an additional pressure decrease along tilechmnei.

The flow of air from the baffle paasage into the space @wn-
stream of the cylinder consists in an abrupt expansion similar to
that occurring for the flow thro@n a channel of discontinuous cross
section. Because of the separation of the flow within the baffle
passage, the point at which the exit process be~ins is uncertain.
It is lmcwn that little heat transfer takes place botwoon tho roar
fins and the air leaving th-ebaffle passa~e.

One-Dimensional Flow-Theory Methods

As a means of simplifying the analysis, the fin-baffle paSSagOS
are assumed uniform h width and only tho velocities in the nm+m
di.recticnof flow are considered. The entrance procoss may then be

-.

assuaed to consist in the addition of heat at constant prcssuro at
the frcnt of the cylinder and the isotropic expansion fmm the front
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of the cylinder to the beffle entrance. The relation between the
pressures at the fr,onta? the cylinder end at the bsffle inlet can
therefore be expressed

2-

I?z=? (1++M2 )
~y-1

lt
(la)

or, in terms of the mass flaw of cooling air, equation (la) gives

‘=* F-[%YIC!$ “b)
P% %t _

The flow process through the fin-beffle passage can be repre-
sented mathematically by the differential form of the mcxnentumequa-
tion.modified to include the effect of frictim. The rate of pressure
drop along the channel 1s

=F
,$
—2— + f2d@V2

2
(2)

-..-

where the first term on the right side of the equation represents
the lmal pressure drop resulting from surfaco friction and the
second term represents that due to reaction resulting from the lwal
change of air density. Because the equation is not en exact differ-
ential, it is necess~~” to make either an assumptlan regarding the
manner in which the heat is added to the air along the path or else
to dutermine the ratio alp/p from the first law of thunuodynsmlcs in
order that the equation be integrable. Two assumptions regarding the
manner in which the heat is added lead to simple solutions: (1) the
heat is added to the cooling air uniforml;-along the path (refer-
ence 3),and (2) the heat is added so as to increase the lm”al dynamic
pressure uniformly along the path (raferenco 1).

.-

For the first assumption equation (2) is integrated (reference 3)
ae

‘o’(%Y+4[’-r:s]{Ffi(T3T:’2)]=“)
in which the pressure ratio across the baffle passago p3/p2 iB

detwmined implic~tly. The pressure drop frcm the main stream to
the baffle exit is therefors .



.
.

where P2/Plt is obtained from equation (lb).

The second assumption leads to the equation (reference 2)

7

(4)

(5)

By use of the f5.rstlaw of thermodynamics, equation (2) may
also be integrated to give the familiar ener~ equation

—.—

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) can then be solved simultaneously with the
continuity equation to give (reference 2)

The density ratio from equation (7) when substituted in equation (5)
yields the pressure drop across the baffle channel. The entire
pressure drop is than obtained from equation (4).

Inasmuch aa equations (3), (5), and (7) all originate frcm
equation (2) and d~fer only in the assumption regarding the manner –
in which heat is added to the cooling air, it might be expected that
the value of the prosmre drop calculated under either assumption
will be approximately the same. The method usi~ assumption-(1)
offers the simpler so~~tion.

In the case of an additional pressuro recovery or loss at the
baff16 outlet, the pressure at the outlet and at the rear of the
engine can be related (referance 2) by means of the m.cmentumequation

P3 - P4 A3
2

0

A3 p3
—=(C3-a3) -2~sil. @~+2~ ~

q3
(8)

‘Theangle ‘3 is usually small and A4 is usually large compared .-
with A3. The last two t~rms of equation (8) are consequently
secondary importance and may be neglected. Equation (8) then
reduces to
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In most cases, however, when-no attempt is made to recover any of
the kinetic energy at the baffle outlet, the pressure change at the
btifle exit may be entirely neglected.

The foregoing methcds of predicting pressure drop at altitude
are complex and therefcre other more shnple solutions “hav-e-been .

offered. Two such solutions make use of: (1) the density at the
beffle exit (references 2, 4, and 5), and (2) a characteristic
Mach number determined by a pressure and a temperature that exist
at some point along the flow path (reftirence2).

Bsffle-Exit Dunsity Methcd

A d~mlmsional analysis of the factors which affect the pressure
drop indicates that the prommre-drop coefficient Ap/q for a cyl-
inder depends upon the Reynolds number, the .Machnumber, end thu
ratio of cooling-air-temperaturerim across the cylinder ta th~
inlet cooling-air temperature. The pressure-drop coefficient may be
written as

or

2pAp _
(

f Re, M, &’)
G2

The tests of reference 2 show that, M the pressure-drop coefficient
is evaluated by means of the density at the baffle exit, the effect--““–
of Mach number will be reduced. A relation may be established
between this simple beffle-exit density method and the more compli-
cated one-dimensionalflow themy. The development uf this relation -
is established as follows:

If equations (1) and (5) me combined, the pressure drop from
the free stream to the baffle outlet can be expr~es~d

r *

Ap =
1(

2 Q3
P3

)[
l+$WJ ~Q l+~M

2 P3

(
Z2P3

1- ]
3~~+2~~Q -1

2

(lo)
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where

Q=

The ratio AP/P3 cm

A Maclaurin expanelon

therefore be expressed as a function

of the function Ap/p3 gives

9

of M32.

(11)

The coefficients P. emd E. are obtained from equation (10)

by calculating the first’and seco;d derivatives of Ap/p3 with

M52 = O. The cal-respect to M32 and evaluating each derivative at
culation of the first and second derivatives indicates that equa-
tion (11) is a rapidly convergent serie~ and consequently the first
term of equation (11) gives a very close approximation to one-
dimensional flow theory. The first term gives results that d~fer
frcm the results obtained.by one-dimensional flow theory by not
more thsn 5 percent when the exit Mach number ie as high as 0.7.
The value of the coefficient 131 is

7

and the series given by equation (11) can therefore be closely
approximated ae

(12) ,

Equation (12) indicates that the coefficient AP/q3 is a function

of only the heat dissipated and the drag coefficient. For the case
of no heat transfer,. T’

The
out

relation between the
heat transfer can be

= o, equation (12) becomes simply

(13)

pressure-drop coefficients with end with-
found, from equations (12) and (13), to be
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Au Q LuQ2. Lx__()~= q31 l+T’ 21+T’
(14)

It therefore appears possible, in addition to correcting for com-
pressibility effects, tu obtain the pressure-drop coefficient
AP/~ on a cold cylinder and then to calculate the coefficient
with heat transfer from equation (14).

.

A
uses a

Characteristic Mach Number Method

second empirical method of eliminating compressibility effects
ccanpressibilitycorrection factor to relate the pressure drops

for compressible and inccxnpressibleflow as

-—

‘p-~:+

—

where l~o is a Mach number characteristic & the flow at some goint
along the fin-baffle passage (reference 2). A relation between this
method and one-dimensional flow theory also exists and can be shown
as follows: If the Maclaurin expansion is developed in terms oi-a
Mach number ~ characteristic of the flow at some point x along
the fin-baffle passage, the following series results:

22

() @x)

..—
2n+. (15)Q=a1(lQ2+c12 ~

Px
+.. man . . .

Equation (15) may be divided by MX2 and the resulting series
inverted and squared to give

where pcfwersof

‘TM square

~ greater than 2 are neglected.

root of the foregoing equation is then

&=+i’Fw (16)

For the same air flow at sea level the characteristic Mach number
is very small and
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Consequently

The definition of the characteristic LMe.chnumber can be chosen to
make a2/ccl= 1/2. Equat~on (17) then reduces to the form given in
reference 2

(18)

A method of trial and error must be used to determine frm
experimental data the characteristic Mach number for a particular
cylinder-baffle arrangement in order that equation (1S) be valid.
%uation (18) may be applied enal.tiicallyby using c-ondikionsat
the baffle exit as those characteristic of the flow. Thus in equa-
tion (17)

and

Yp
a2=2 2

In general,

and therefore

‘2 1—<—
% 2

The application of equation (18) should then give higher predicted
pressure-tiop values than equation (17) when the baffle-exit density
determines the chuacteristic state. Satisfactory results were
obtained (reference 2) when the characteristic state was determined
by the stagnation pressure upstramn of the cylinder, the stagnation
temperature downstrmm & the cylinder, and the mass flow of cooling-
air.
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AJ?PLIC!ATIONOF BAFFLE-EXIT DENSITY METHOD
-.

.

TWO methods of applying the one-dhuensional flow theory are
presented in references 1 and 3, but the use of the baffle-exit
density method is impracticable because the static temperature at
the baffle exit 1s difficult to measure. The stagnation tempera-
ture at the bsffle exit cen be measured and if, in the pressure-
drop coefficient, the true beffle-exit density is replaced by the
density determined by the static pressure and the stagnation tem-
perature at the bsffle exit, the v.alucof the coefficl.entwill
closely approximate that obtained by mm.ns of one-dimensional flow
theory. lY this density is designated 53, the corresponding Mach

n’wnberand velocity prtissure r% and 53 are given by

-2 G’
‘3

=—
YP3P3

and
2

Q3’*
3

From the “previousanalysis tho new coefficients ~1 and F2, in

the series e~ansion given by equation (11), ae

and
-.
159.=0.4$2

The ustiof either Q3 or %3 thus gives the samo dGgreo of approx-

imation to one-dimensionalflow theory.

A simple method of predicting the prossura drop based on the
density ~:~ can now bo used. In the case where the pre”&ure loss
at the baffle exit is small, the cylinder pressure drop is stiply

AP=P
l-t

- P3

or

PI - P3
t
Ap =

1 (19)

When a significant pressure change occurs at the bed’fleexit, the
ratio given hy equation (19) will differ from unity. If the assump-
tion is made that the percentage of the over-all pressure drop which
occurs
may be

at the baffle exit will not change with al$itude, equation (19)
expressed generally as
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Pq - P3

Ap =K

Then

13

(20)

P3 = PI - KAp
t

The pressure-drop coefficient AP/~3) or 2P3 Ap/G2, is a

function CF the Reynolds number. For a given fin-beffle arrange-
ment, however, the characteristic len.@h is fixed and c0nf3eqUent~Y
the Reynolds number varies only with the mass flow of cooling air
G and tinecoaling-air viscoeity V; therei’l)re,“ifthe Reynolds
number at sea level and at a given altitmde are equal, the mase
flow of cooling air at the altitude condition can be reduced to the

.

equivalent mass flow of cooli~ air at s~a level Gps/vo. The

q,uantit} !JS is thu Et~dard sea-level viscosity and pu is the

actual viscosity at altitudo or at tlm ccmdition under which
pressure-drop c-innputations8x3
APfi3 may thus be writtwn as

2~3Ap

~2

mab . The pressure-drop cceffic.ient

(21)

The stagnation temperature at the bofflfivxit ig assumed equal
to the downs%sm stagnation temperatur~ and is obtained frcm s&a-
leval heat-transfer data. TIM heat dissipated per pound of cosling
air is calculated by means of stia~ation temperbturos (refurence G)
and is givun by

Tho valu~ of H can also be tixprmsed in a
of r~ference 7 as

H=S&(’Th-T
L %).

(:2)

manner similar to that

(23)

where S and m aro constants detormincd frcm sea-level tests.
The solutioa of equations (22) and (23) for T3t gives

LS&
T- =—at ckh - Tl ) +T1 (24)

CP t t —

which iS the vuluo of T3 at the baffltiexit of the cylinder head.
t

A simll= oxpres=ion will hold for the bsza%l.

‘1’lwdensity F3 is tixpressod
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,P3 Plt - KAp
p3=—=

RT3~ RT3t

The substitution of this relation in equation (21) gives

2F3AP (
2 Pq

)
- KAp Ap

()

w~
~= =f—

G2RT3 V*
t

14

(25)

(26)

which, when solved for Ap, becomes
r \

The value ofL G is obtained from the basic cooli;g-correlation
equation (reference 7) and the viscosity ratio is calculated from
t~? average of the cylinder-head or cylinder-barrel tem eratures and
the coding-air temperature. 8The coefficient 2F3 Ap/G is obtained
from a sea-level calibration curve based on tests with heat transfer
and the value of K i.salso determined frcm sea-level data, althou@
inmost cases K will probably be sufficiently close to unity that
it may be neglected. The altitude and the prgssure rise in fronb of
the engine due to the velocity of the airplane ti-termlnethe value
of pl and the pressure drop across the engine can then be evaluated

from e~uation (27).

APPARATUS AND INLYTRUMENTATION

Test equipment. - The accuracy of’thtivarious methods of esti-
mating the efftictof altitude on the relation between the pressure
drop and the coolin~-atr weight flow was investigated on a raar-row
cjlinder from a typical 18-cylinder air-cooled cragineequippdwith
standard flight hafi’ltis(fig. 1) end mounted on a converted multi-
cylindor crankcase. Frotit-rowbaffles W6Z% installed upstrwni d
the test cylinder to simulate flight ~ir-flow conditions. The cyl-
inder was enclosed within an uirtj.ghtduct through which cooling air
was supplied at temperature and pressure conditions ranging frbm sea
hv631 to 40,000 r~~t, Automatic controls in the air-supply system
muintainud the cooling-air conditions upstrbam of thu cylind~r within
~0.05 inch of mercury and within f4° F of thu desired valuea. The
quantity of cooling air was measured by moans of an ad~u6tablc
orifico located upstream of tho test section and tho pr~ssurc drop
across tho orifico was indicated by an alcohol-filled micromanomct6r.
‘Ilkcooling-air weight measur~mants wuro accurato within tl p~rcent.
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A Qtraight section of plpo cxtonded approximately 10 diamdxws in
front of tho cylinder. The power developed by the engine was
abeorbod by a dynmcmetor and an inductor coupled as a unit.

Cylindur instrumentation. - The cooling-air pr6ssuros at tho
bsfflo inlet and outlot wero meamrod with opon-ond tubcm located
as shown in figure 2. The tubes had a wall thickness of 0.006 inch
and an outside diameter & 0.040 inch end were placed midway between
the fin root and the fin tip. Static pressures, which were taken
only at the bsffle outlet, were measured by open-end tubes placed
flush with the fin surfaces as shown in figure 2(c). The total-
pressure and static-pressure tubes at the bsffle outlet were located
in ad@ent fin spaces. The pressure drop across tho cylinder was
indicated by the pressure difference between two static piezometer
rings located upstream and downstream of the cylinder. Each ring
consisted of four interconnected taps; one tap was located in each
of the four sides of the cooling-air duct.

The cooling-air temperature at the front of the cylinder was
measured by two iron-co~t~t[~ thermocouples located in the center
of the cooling-air duct 2$ feet in frmt of the cylinder. Th6 tem-
perature of the cooling air leaving the cyllndar was measured by
shielded iron-constantanthozmocouples plaoed at four locations
buhind the cylinder head EUXIct four locations behind tho cyllnd~r
barrel. Cylinder temperatures were measured by iron-constantan
thermocouples peened into the cylinder at 22 placea on the head and
10 places on the barrel. The location of the cylinder thermocouples
was sfmih.r to that shown in figure 7 of reference 8.

TESTS AND CAI.CULATIONS

The validity of the one-dimensional flow analyses may be
established by showing that the coefficients CD and F are

f:
functions of onQ the Reynolds number end are ind~pendent of com-
pressibility effects. E such a relation exists for C

%&
and F,

then from the analysis the pressure-drop coefficient Ap/q3 Will
be approximately independent of compressibility effects, but the
extent to which the compressibility effects are eliminated must be
experimentally d~monstrated. An investigation must also be mede
to determine whether, for an actual cylinder, a characteristic Mach
number can be found that is suitable for use in the correction

)
factor po.@ - Moz. The effect & heat tre.nsferon each of the
foregoing methuds of estimating pressure drop must also be determined.
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Tests were conducted to obtain data permitting evaluation of
the drag and cylinder pressure-drop coefficients over a wide rcu~a
of air flows.

—I

Tests without heat transfer. - Tests were first cunducted
without heat transfer. The flow M cooli~ air over the cylinder
head and the cylinder berrel was separately determined by blocking
each section and causing the air to flow over only the unbl~k=d
s~ctiono The air flow across the flange and the bmrel wae oepG-
rated in order that a more accurate value of the mass velmtty cf
the cooling air G might be determined for the barrel without tie
flange.

The entire cylinder was also blocked to detmmine tho lm&gG
around the outsidu of the baffles. In each cas~ the caol.ing-a:,r
weight, the pressure and the temperature at the front of th~ cyl..

.-—-

inder, the pressure at the rosr d tho cylinder, and the prusslur~s “–”
at the bsffle inlet and at tho btifl.eoutl.otuf the Un?]lockedsec-
tion of the cyllnder were measured. ‘13wsetusts wore condw.ottidat
density altitudes corresponding to ~ea level, 15,000 ftiet,
30,000 feet, and 40,000 feet based on Army stanthzrdmmmer-air
temperatureB.

Tests with heat transfer. - Tests at these same altitudes were
conducted at four engine powers. In addition to the measurements
taken during the tests wlthcmt heat transfer, the coGling-tiirtem-
perature at the rear of the cylinder was recorded. Because the
distribution cl”the cooling-air between the cylinder head and the
cylinder barrel could not be determined, the total cuoling-air fluw
over the entire cylinder was measurad.

calculations (data without heat trantier). - ThG evaluation of
the drag coefficient

c% i requires that the state of the coc~ling
-.

air at the bsffle inlet ~d outlet be known. For tests without heat
trans~er the valws of C

%:
were found from equation (5) which cun

be more conveniently written as

The values of G for the cyl..i.nd~rhead and the cylinder barrtil
were calculated from the meaeured cooline-air weight &ad the freo-
flow erea of the f~n-bsffle passage. The dmsity at tho front of
the cylinder was dcterminod fran the measured pressure and t~,mpura-
ture at that point and the prassuro p2 was then obtainud ~ram
equation (lb). The tumpdraturo at the beffle inlet foll~ud frcm
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the isentropic temperature-pressure relation and the density p2
was evaluated from the values of P2 and T2. Experimental values

were used for p3. The density ratio p2/P3 and C% were then
i

evaluated by means of equation (28) and tho curves of figure 5 in
reference 1.

In reference 3, the calculation of the pressure drop across the
cylinder was simplified by evaluating the
means of equations (lb), (3), and (4) and

I
AP plt as a function of its value at low

pressure drop
then plotting
Mach numbers

exactly by
thtiratio

Curves of this type, using ATjTlk and F as parameters, em given

in figure 10 of reference 3. ‘The-coefficient F was datermlned from
thuse curves for known values of Ap, Plt) Plt~ and T

J-t”
Thd

cooling-air temperature rise AT was zero for the tests without heat
trsasfer.

The pressure-drop coefficient AP& or 2 P3 Ap/G2, wae
evaluated from measured values of G, Ap, P3) and Tl,t;the tem-

perature
‘%

was used instead of T3t for the data without heat
transter.

d
Tha characteristic Mach number factor P. 1 - M02 was evalu-

ated from measured values of G, PT 9 Tl,, and the curves of fig-
ure

and
for

2 in reference 2. ‘t -%

Calculations (data with heat transfer). - The coefficients C%

F could not be directly determined for the data with hfiattran~-
because the air flow over the head ekd thu barrel could not be

individually measured. Tho prassuro-drop coefficient hp/”@ how-
ever, was evaluated for th~ cylinder as a whole; the stagnation turn-.
perature at the rear of the cylinder was usodfor T3t.

In order to examine still further th~ eff.ct of heat transfer,
the pressure drop required with heat transfer at altitudv was calcu-
lated by each muthod except the onG utilizing tho characteristic
Mach number. A method of successive approximations was used to deter-
mine the distribution of cooling air across the head and the barrel.
The distribution was first assumed to be the same as that found in
the tests without heat transfer and correspmdfng values of pressure
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drop across the head And the barrel were calculated by equat~ons (5),
(7), and (9). The “experimentalpressure drops acroee the head and
the barrel were the same and therefore any difference in the calcu-
lated values was assumed to result from a change in the cooling-air
distribution obtained from tests without heat transfer. A correction
to the air distribution was made by addusting the assumed barrel air
flow until the pressure drop across the barrel agreed with that far
the head.

Pressure-drop predictions by means of the method baeed on the
static pressure and the stagnation temperature at the Imffle exit
were made from equation (27).

RESULTS AI@ DISCUSSION

Evaluation of Data

The usual manner of calibrating the air flow over the head and
the barrel of a cylinder consists in plotting thG cocling-air weight
flow against the product @ tho cooling-air pressure drcp und tho
ratio of the mean entrance and exit density to the standard ~ea-level
air density. Curves of this type wGre determined (fig. 3) for sev-
eral altitudes with data obtained without heat transf~r. Thu wldo
systematic variation indicates that a sea-lavel CalibratloIlof this
type cannot be used accurately at any altitude beyond th~ ve&.m d
presmre drop at which the deviation from the sea-level curve is
si~ificant. The divergence of the altitude curves will.increase
with the addition of heat. Shnilar compressibility effects wero
observed in the tests of reference 2. The methods that account fur
these compressibility effects may be evaluated by observing whether
the data for all altitudes fall on one curve or, more precisely, if
the drag or pressure-drop coefficients used s,refunctions of only
the Reynolds nmber. An uncorrected comprossibllity effect exists
if, in the plot of drag or cylinder pressure-drop coefficient aga’inst
Reynolds number (proportionalto @s/po), the altitude dwta at hi@i
air flaws indicate a rising curve. The greater the deviation of this
rising curve from the sea-level curve the greater is the inaccuracy
in the method of correction.

One-dimensional flew processes (without heat transfer). - The
relation between C

%.
and the correct-d mass flow of cooling air

(proportional to the ~hs,racteristicReynolds number) shows no defi-
nite trend with altitude (fig. 4) and is therefore considtircdinde-
pendent of compressibility effects. The curves on this and subse-
quent figures ar6 drawn through the sea-lovol data. Thu dispersion
of the data at high valuea oiiair flow across the cylinder heed.is”

—

—
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explained by the unsymmetrical fjn passages on the head. The
friction-drag coef~icient cDfi~ based on the mean of the dpic

pressures at the baffle ends, can be evaluated more accurately when
the exit conditions are uniform, as on tilecylinder barrel, than
when they are exceedingly nonuniform due to unsymmetrical fin gas-
sages, as on the cylinder head.

The data points for the coefficient of pressure change across
the baffle exit C3 - a3 scatter somewhat (fig. 5) for both the
cylinder head and the cylinder barrel but the values an small com-
pared with the baffle pressure-drop coefftcimtg and may be neClected
for the cylinder head. The relative m~itude of the Pr~s~t~e loss
across the fin-baffle passage of the barrel and across tileentire
cylinder may be seen by plotting the ratio I?lt- P3/AP against

/AP Plt as was dorm in figvxe 6. !?hepressure loss across tliebar-

rel baffle exit ts about 10 percent of the entire cyl@d_e~ressure
loss end therefore cannot be neglected in accurate calculations
involving this particular cylinder barrel. Because V:-&exit loss
is a small part of the entire loss, moderate inaccuracies in the
exit coefficient will have only a slight effect on the over-all
pressure-loss coefficient. The sum of the pressure loss coefficient -
for the entrance process, the baffle flow process, and the exit proc-
cess gives the over-all pressuzze-losscoefficient (refei-enoe2) as

32!?2= 1 + CDfi + (C3 - a3)G2
(29) “-

where Vle exit coef~icient given by equation (9) is used in piace of
the coefficient given by equation (8). The variation of the over-au
pressure-loss coefticier,twith the correcte& mass flow of cooling-air
is shown in figure 7 for the cylinder head and the cylinder b-’rel.
The correlation of the pressure-loss coefficients is satisfactory for
all altitudes although a slight uncorrected compressibility cd’feet
for the cylinder head appears at 30,000 feet. This slight discrepancy
may be neglected inasmuch as the effect dces not appear at an altitude
of 40,000 feet.

In the application of the ~ne-dimensional flow analysis ass’ming
unifcrm heat addition (reference 3), the value of the pressure-drrop
coefficient F is derived from the over-all pressure drup instead of
the pressure drop across the baffflepassage; conseqtintly, when there
is no heat transfer &n equality exists between the over-all pressure-
10ss coefficient

.

.

2pA~ =1-I-F
G2
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and the over-all pressure-loss coefficient of equation (29). ThLs
observation is substantiated by comparing the relation between the
coefficient 1 + F and the corrected mass flow of cooling air
(fig. 8) with the s~ilar relation for the coefficient
l+c~ + (CS - ~) (fig. 7).

‘i

Density-correction method (without heat transfer). - The
pressure-loss coefficient based on the density determined by the
&atic pressure and the stagnation temperatur~ at the baffl> exit
is ~lotted against the corrected mass flow of coo3.3ngair in ftg-
ure 9. The similarity between the relations shown in figures 7, 8,
and 9 substantiates the relation given by equation (13), which
showed that without heat transfer the pressure--losscoofficlent
2 ~3 Ap/G2 is vcn-ynesrly 1 + C

%. “
Therefore, when the bsffle-

exit coefficient is small, the dens~ty correction based on the static--
pressure and the stagnation temperature at the bsl’fleexit provides
a very close approximation to either of the one-dimensional flow
methcds.-

The pressure-drop coefficient based on the downstream density
was evaluated and is plotted in figure 10 to demonstrate the effect-. of the baff].a-exitcoefficient on correlating altitude-pressurQ.-loss
data. Because the pressure change across tho baffle ~;xitof thu
cylinder head is negligible, the r6sults for th~ huad are nearly
identical with the density correction of figure 9. A measurable
change of state takes place at the bsffle exit of the cylinder barrel
and the use of the downstream density overcorrects for the ccmpress-
ibiltty effect. The additional loss at the exit: huwever, can be
accounted for by the use C@ the factor K in equation (27).

Characteristic Mach number (without heat transfer). - The

incompressible-flow pressure-drop c
was evaluated by means ai?‘theupstr
downstream stagnation temperature and is plotted in figure 11 against
the corrected mass flow of cooling air. The lack of correlation of
the altitude data clearly shows that the effect of campreasibtlity
has not been eliminated.

A method of trial and error is required tG determinethe char-
acteristic state that insuras satisfactory application of the .Mach
number correction factor. The state detemnincd by the upstream
stagnation pressure and the downstraem stagnation tcmpuraturti,which
gave good results in the tests of reference 2, does not appear to he
generally applicable to all types of fin-baffle arrangement. Evalua-
tion of the prmsent data using various characturi.sticstates gave
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results that varied from those shown in figure 11 to a com~lete
inversion of the same figure in which the compressibility effects
were overcompensated. It must be concluded therefore that thin
type of correlation is not generally yractical because of the--3ifTi-
culty in detemnir.i~”tilec~acter%!tic state.

Application of methods to flaw with heat transfer. - 13ecause
separate measurement of the cooling-air flow over the head and the
barrel was impossible for the tests with heat t~em.sfer,the coef-
ficients CDf< and F could not be evaluated. The combined flu~

over the hea~~and the barrel was, however, obtained and used to show
the effect of heat transfer on the pressure-drop coefficient based
on the density determined by the averege static pressure and the
stagnation temperature at the baffle exit. The data were also eval-
uated by means of the downstream density. The a.veragspremmre-drop
coefficients for the cylinder head end barrel ccmb~ned are plotted
in figure 12 as a function of the corrected aveiage maes velocity of
cooling air and are compared with the results without heat transfer.
Except for the sm~l ccmlpressibilftyeffect for high air flows at
30,000 and 40,000 feet, which is evidenced by the sli~ht upward
trend of the data, figure 12(a) indicates that the pressure-drop
coefficient based on the static press-we and the stagnation temper-
ature at the baffle exit is indepemient of’both-altitude and wide
variations in heat transfer. The pressuzze-dropccet~icient based._
on the downstream density (fig. 12(b)) also appears to be unaffected
by wide variations in heat transfer but, because of the pressure loss
at the baffle exit of the barrel, the data for 30,CO0 and 40,000 feet
fall below that at 15,000 feet and sea level at high air flc.rws.The

maximum spread of the data at 40,000 feet is 11~ percent.
2

The average cylinder pressure-dzzopcoefficient based on the
average static pressure and the stagnation temperature at the baffle
exit of the cylinder was evaluated for the data ti.thoutheat transfer
(fig. 12(c)) and the mean relations with and without heat transfer
are compared in figure 12(d), A comparison of figures 12(a) and (c)
shows an increased compressibility effect at 40,00C feet resulting
from the addition of heat. The primary effect of heat transfer, how-
ever, was to raise the level of the pressure-drop coefficient; the
difference between the coefficients with @ without heat transfer
beceme greater at low nass flaws. The difference is much larger
than predictedby equation (14), It appeqrs that the increase in
the pressure-drop coefficient occurs abruptly and that additional
heating effects do not occur beyond the paint of transition. The
transition apparently results at engine conditions below nozmal
operation and thorefor~ Is of no significance in practice.
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Ccmparattve Accuracy of Correction Methods

The effectiveness of each method of estimating the

22

cooling-air
pressure drop without heat transfer was evaluated by dete~inl~
from ftgures 7 to 10 t&e percentage deviation of the alkitude data
from the sea-level calibration. Only the cylinder head was”consid-
ered because it is usually the critical part. Points were takm at

/
values of Ap Plt = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. The method based on

the characteristic Mach number correction m was not eval-

uated because of the obvious lack of correlation shown by figure 11.
The results are presented in the following table:

PERCENTACE DEVIATION FROM SEA-LEVEL CALIBRATION

[+ abme sea-level curve; -

One-d$men- One-dim9n-
sional flow sional flaw

Altitude methcd based methad based
(ft) on F “n c%

-Jbelow sea-level curve

Density method Density nuth:?d
based on static based on dcwn-
prcseure and stream dens~t~’
stagnation temp-
erature at
btifi.uexit

.-

1 I I I

Ap/plt = 0.3

30,000
..——

+6.3 +6.9 f-6.3 +6.1
40,000 +2.8

=0, 000
40,000 I------T- $ =+ .::. ”-”’

------------

I
Ap plt = 0.5

30,000 ------------ +9.9 71.1 +12.7
40,000 .------.---- a o -5.0 -—

At 30,000 feet all methods show a systmatlc incrcass in the
deviation frcm the s~a-leval curvu as the value of

/
Ap Plt incrases.

At 40,000 feet, thu density correction mtithodsand thtiona-dim.nsiontil
flow methods aro equally accurate for all values of Ap p

/%
cmsid-

ered. The results for the method assuming uniform heab dtstrlbut~on

/%
were extended only to Ap p = 0.3, which was approximately the
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nsximum value used in the curves of reference 3. It appears, hcw-
ever, that this method will be applicable over the same range as
the other methods. Estimates of pressure drop can therefore he
made with the same accuracy by either the density correction or the
one-dimensional flow methcds.

A further comparism of the methods of estimating cooling-air
pressure drop was made for tests with heat transfer by comparing
the experimental pressure-drop data with pressure-drop values for
similar cooling-air and engine conditions calculated.with calibra-
tion curves obtained without heat transfer. For each method of
predicting presswe drop the calculations were made at altitudes of
15,000 and 40,000 feet and at a cylinder brake horsepower of 56 to
determine the pressure drops corresponding to given weights of
co~li~ air flowing over the cylir.der. The mass flow of cooIii2g
air was corrected for vartation in viscosity caused by the addition
of heat. The magnitude of linetemperature rise across the cylinder
at the power used.in the calculations is shown in figure 130 Cal-
culatlons were also made from the calibration curve of figure 3,
which is based on the average cooling-air density across the engine.
For this methd an equation of the form

w= C (3Ap)n (30)

was used. The values of C and n were determined from the sea-
level curve 02 figure 3; consequently, equation (3C) can be written

~fh+b = 0.406 (CJavAp)
0.517

(31)

where ~’~h+bis the combined air flow over the head and the barrel.

The comparison of experimental and calculated results (fig. 14)
shows that the experimental pressure-drop values are 10 to 15 percent
higher than those calculated by any of the methds. The calculations
were made with the curves of pressure-drop coefficients obtained from
the tests without heat transfer. The results are the same as those
indicated in figure 12(d). More accurate estimates of pressure drop
can be made if the pressure-drop coefficients are obtained from curves
based on tests with heat transfer. This observation was verifie& by-
calculating the presswe drops from the heat-transfer curve of fig-
ure 12(d). A comparison of the calculated pressure drops with the
experimental results (fig. 15) shuws that tineagreement is good.
Similar results are to be expected if CD

fi
end F are obtained

from heat-transfer data. Accurate pressure-drop ~edictions can
thereforo be made by either of the one-dimensional flow methods or ‘“
by the density oorrectionmethd given in equation (27) if the
pressure-drop cc%fficients are determined from sea-level tests with
heat transfer.
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Figure 15 further substantiates the acc’uracyof the density
method of predicti~ pressure loss across an air-cooled cylinder at
altitude. This method has the advantage of simplicity over’the
methods derived from one-dimensional flow theory.

SUMMARY OFKESULTS

A comparison of methods of predicting the compressible-flow
pressure loss across a baffled, air-cooled cylinder and the evalua-
tion of these nethob by test data ~ave the following results:

1. ‘2hemethods based on the density determined by the static
pressure and the stagnation temperature at t.~ baffle exit and the
characteristic Mach r.umberwere shown by analysis to be close approx-
imations to the metlnodsderived by one-dimensional flow theory.

.

.

.

●

2. The experimental.results obtained without heat transfer
showed that the density metlnodbased on the static presstie and the
stagnation temperature at the baffle exit and the methods derived
by one-dimensional flow theory sufficiently eliminated the compress-
ibility effects for the flow across both the head and the barrel of
the cylinder tested. The use of the characteristic Wch number was
found impractical because of the difficulty encountered in deter-
mining the characteristic state.

3. The pressure change across the baffle exit was negligible
for the cylinder head but amounted to approximately 10 percent of
the total pressure 10SG for the cylinder barrel.

4. The use of the density at the rear of the cylinder for the
cylinder tested was satisfactory for the cylinder head but was
slightly in error for the cylinder barrel.

5. The tests with heat transfer showed that the cylinder
p~essure-drop coefficient increased as a result of the addition of
heat. The difference between the pressure-drop coefficients deter-
mined with ”andwithout heat transfer became greater as the mass floy
of cooling air decreased. The difference was much greater than that
predicted from one-dimensional flow theory.

6. Because of the unaccountable effect of heating, tho use of
the pressuro-tiop coefficients found from tests without heat trans-
fer to predict pressure-drop requirements over a wide r-e of air
flow at 15,000 and 40,000 feet for a given engine power rosultod in
an underestimation of the presswo drop by 10 to 15 percent, Pre-
dictions differing less than 10 percent from the experimental results
were made by using the pressure-dro~ coefficients obtained from tests
with heat transfer.
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CONCLUSIONS
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1. In order to make accwate compressible-flow pressure-drop
predictions with the methods given in this re~ort, the cylinder
pressure-drop coefficient should be evaluated from ieat~ wikh keat
transfer.

2. The cylinder pressure-drop coefficient based on the static
pressure and the ste~t,iozi tenyerature at the ba.~:leex~.tcan be
used to make ccm~reasible-fbw ~zressure-drcppredictions with the
same accuracy as the mcthcds derived by !me-dimensional rluw thecry.

Aircraft Engine Reseerch Le.borato~,
National A&visory Comnrittoef.~rAeronautics,

Cleveland: ~~io, Octobev 9, 1245.
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(al Top view. NACA
G-2577

Figure 1. - Test cylinder and flight baffles instal ied in
test jacket.
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Figure 1. - Concluded.
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(a) Baffle inlet. >.

Figure 2. - Pressure-tube locations on the test cylinder
with flight baffles.
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(b) Baffle outlet.

Figure 2. - Continued.
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without heat transfer.
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